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Background

An unwritten rule recently discussed on Kentucky Sports Radio suggests the first team in a college basketball game to score 71 will win the game 95% of the time. College basketball has a big influence on Universities and is popular with fans across the country. This project examines this and related potential ideas to see if there is any score in the game more significant than the 71 point mark. It also develops a model in an attempt to accurately predict the win probability from the home team perspective at any point during the course of the game.

Data / Methods

This study focused on all eligible NCAA division-I basketball teams. Data were collected for a random sample of 39 teams. All regular season and conference tournament games were included for each team (N = 845 games). Play-by-play for each game was scraped from ESPN’s website using SAS. Vegas lines were obtained and merged into the data for use in predicting winner. SAS code was implemented to identify the first to each score within a game.

Final data sets were constructed from the home team perspective and included the following variables:

- Elapsed Time
- Home and Visitor Score Differential
- Vegas Line
- First to Reach Scoring Thresholds
- Winner

Using the final model we generated a scatter plot using the first to reach a score and who eventually won the game. We then used a normal distribution to compare the Vegas line spreads to the actual difference at the end of the game. The second approach (black curve) uses a logistic regression model to predict the home team’s initial chance of winning.

Results

The figure to the left displays confidence interval bands for the probability that a team to reach a certain score during the course of the game will go on to win that game. For example the team to reach 71 points first is estimated to have a 90.9 to 95.2 percent chance to win the game. Note that this interval includes as plausible the statistic given on Kentucky Sports Radio.

Another win probability model uses a logistic regression with several independent variables: elapsed time in the game, the current differential in score between teams (and their interaction), and the eventual winner and perhaps as high as a 95.2 percent chance. It remains plausible that the 95 percent discussed on Kentucky Sports Radio is reasonable.

Probability of winning is associated to initial probability, elapsed time, and point differential. Our model from halftime correctly picks the eventual winner 80 percent of the time.

Our Model is at least partially consistent with the model presented by ESPN data analysts.

Conclusions

The rule of 71 is not a myth; the first team to reach 71 points has at least 90.9 percent chance of being the eventual winner and perhaps as high as a 95.2 percent chance. It remains plausible that the 95 percent discussed on Kentucky Sports Radio is reasonable.

Future study might include:

- A more detailed comparison to ESPN’s model.
- Incorporate additional variables to the initial probability model.
- Create interactive graphics comparable to ESPN
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